Level VI The Prophet Moses Takes “Marrianna” On Sacred
Journey’s Through Higher Dimensions
6. Uplifting Words of Wisdom From The Prophet Moses
Beloved Moses and “Marrianna”
My Beloved Moses, Can you Assist me with your Loving words and
Wisdom?
“My Beloved, you Call me forth when you already Know I am right
here with you. Laughter……….. I understand how difficult things Feel for
you on Earth! As you Know, I am now walking your pathway with you, as
you have requested and it is My pleasure to be of Assistance. For, Indeed,
your plate is full at this time, is it not?”
“Know you are never alone for you have many Teachers, Guides and
Loved Ones from your Family that you have not been with for many upon
many of your years and lifetimes. The Veils are becoming thinner
everyday as you go deeper inside and look for answers. Know the road
gets narrower for all who have intention, such as you have, to be One
with Spirit Within, and then return to your Wholeness. Know we are
limited as to how much we can share with you. Our assistance must be in
a way so that you, not anyone else but you, discover your Holiness. That
way you will have No doubts that you and only you, have discovered the
Holy Grail to be you, and not Someone or Something outside of you. You
have to Experience it and accept it for yourself.”
“You worry about your health and yes it has really had its ups and
downs. Always remember, ‘This too Shall Pass.’ As a Path-cutter you and
many others are being affected by the Earth changes. Know Mother Earth
is raising Her Vibration in preparation for Her Ascension. That affects
everything living upon Earth. You will notice many people with
Neurological problems, Neck, Back, Arm, Legs and Knee challenges. Share
with those who have Ears to Hear what you have been given to do for
your Body, as it will help Others.”
“Do not fret about your self-imposed deadlines with work, home
and play, for all things are done in Divine Timing. Simply do the things
you Love to do and let go of the rest. Your time is for you now! The

biggest tests have been completed, all others will become easier as you
go within for All your answers.”
“Know that Marrianna, your Higher Self, and your Medical Team are
guiding your health concerns. The emotional exchange between you and
your Spouse is based on Love and Fear of losing one another. We honor
how you both are allowing your suppressed emotions to be released.
Know most is Very, Very old stuff and simply can no longer be carried in
your vibrational fields. Know that nothing of the lower third dimensional
trauma and drama will be allowed into the Higher Dimensions. That is
why your book will be so helpful for Humanity.”
“Honor within yourself when you Feel God has given you more than
you can handle. Know that God gave all on Earth their own Free Will to
Choose. It is you and All others, Not God who wrote your Script along
with your Souls advice. Know that Spirit would not allow you to write
something you could Not Handle! Remember you are All Masters and can
Choose again and again. It’s like on Earth, if you start a job and it is not
what you thought it would be, you can always choose again! The same is
true with Everything, Marriage, Health, Location, it is All your Free Will
choice on some level. Remember Everything is only an Experience! The
most Important thing is How You Handle Your Experience! In Spirit’s Eyes
no one is good or bad, big or small, all are measured the same on the
other side. It is not what you did but how you handled what you did,
based on your intentions! Did you Blame, Shame, Attack or Accuse
someone else? Or were you able to See it from the other persons view?
Were you Compassionate, Understanding and Loving by standing up for
what you believe to be correct in a Loving, Non-confrontational manner?
Like the bumper sticker some of you have on your vehicle ‘WWJD’ (What
would Jesus Do) as this is a very good reminder!”
“Your words that state, ‘I do not want anything outside of me to
Bother me or have any control over me; I want to be in this World but Not
of this World’ This focus has provided you with so much Growth and
Understanding, even though you are Not really sure what, ‘In this World
but Not of it Means.’ To be in this World but Not of it simply means that
you Know you are Not Separate from God and that you are a Spiritual
Being having a Human Experience. Your current lifetime is based on your
Free Will Choices which include all the Karma from prior lifetimes that

needs to be brought into balance. The bottom line is, Everything you
have Inflicted on others will be done unto you!
The hard part is coming in with your Inability to Remember what you did
in prior lifetimes. Most of Humanity has been taught that there is only
one lifetime and that you are Separate from everyone else and that
nothing you do affects anyone else. Therein lies the problem, for you are
unable to see you have Collectively Created all the despair you see in the
World. This includes War, Hunger, Sickness, Homelessness, etc. You
Create in your third Dimension by your Thoughts, Words, and Deeds
based on your Intent. It will take time for Everyone to awaken to the
Reality that we are All One!
“There is only one Soul of ‘IS’, the Creator of All That Is, which
Everything has derived from. These ‘God Sparks’ as you call them, came
from ‘IS’, the Creator of All That Is. Every Person, Place and Thing has a
Spark of God Within. That is why you are asked to go Within to find out
who you Really are! This Inner Journey leads you to your Holiness as you
Re-Connect your God Spark with ‘IS’, the Creator of All That Is. This is why
you can never be alone and why you are All Expressions of ‘IS’(God) in a
World you have been Gifted with, to Co-Create with using your God
Spark! As you say, ‘There are no Bad Guys in the movie, no victims, only
what you created when you Did Not realize your own Personal Power, the
Power of your Thoughts, Words and Deeds.
“These Thoughts, Words and Deeds are what has Created the ‘World
Mass Consciousness’ which you currently find yourselves trying to live in.
When you See people acting out their Pain and Sorrow associated with
their Trauma and Drama, before you quickly Judge their actions…....Step
Back and say to yourself, ‘I Am That!’ and send Love and Forgiveness to
them and yourself. Know that at Sometime you have Done the Same
Thing and you are simply not aware of it at this time. If you have the
Feeling that you Never, Ever have done something so horrible or unfair
and you have instant judgment, you can be SURE you have experienced
this, because everyone is Reflecting what you Need to Clear in yourselves,
or you would not be affected by what has been done. You may not even
notice it! Your Re-actions tell the True Story when you Act Not Re-act,
You have cleared your Karma of that Trauma and Drama in this particular
manner. You say, how can this be, that was so awful. Remember

everything is simply an Experience for Soul Growth. One thing is no
greater or smaller than another to Spirit. It is only an Experience to See
how you will respond.
You write your own Script or Ticket based on what you have done in the
past. Know everyone you Love is Trying to show you through their
Reflections so you Can See yourself and set yourself Free. Remember
Everything is the Opposite in the Earth Game or School. You are living in
Polarity and have forgotten you are Spirit having a Human Experience.
This is where you put on your costume to play your role in this Game or
School of Polarity. Learn to take yourself Lightly so you can fly with the
Angels. Forgiveness is your Key to Freedom but you need to Forgive
Yourself First! Put the Club away and the Whip you Beat yourself with!”
“What is meant by ‘Man Know Thyself’ and ‘The Truth Shall Set your
Free’ is to Awaken to the fact that you are not Separate from ‘IS’, the
Creator of All That Is. Know that you are a Spiritual Being and you are
having a Human Experience! When you Awaken, you have your Free Will
Choice based on your Spiritual Vibration to go to another Experience in
Gods House of Many Mansions. The Entrance to Different Realities is
based on how High your Vibrational Rate is at that time. The Higher the
Vibrational Rate the Higher Dimensional places you are allowed to Enter
and Experience. You raise your Vibration by realizing that your Thoughts,
Words and Deeds Create your Reality. Know that you are Love so as you
start living and eating Lighter foods and sending Love and Being Love for
yourself and others, you then attract Love to yourself. Remember Like
Attracts Like so if you are drawing Negative Vibrational people to you, See
that as a Gift and Send them Love and Forgiveness and Forgive Yourself
for doing the same thing, Even if you are SURE you would Never do what
they are doing. Start noticing What others are Reflecting to you!
Remember you probably begged them to play the Role they are playing so
you Could Get It!
“It is important for you to realize you do not usually know how
advanced a Soul is, including yourself until you are on the Other Side
again. Then you Can See and Remember the ones who have been the
biggest pain in your life. They are usually in your Current family and you
probably begged them to play the Role they played, so out of Love for

you, they agreed to help you Grow and Clear your Karma by providing you
an opportunity to Act or Re-act!”
“Remember it is always the Opposite because three dimensional
Earth is played out in Polarity!”
“My Beloved, I thought these words would be uplifting for you
today! Worry Not, your life is happening in perfect Timing, allow for your
Healing and Know you are past the worst of your Health challenges and
the rest will unfold with Ease and Grace! It is time to Play and Enjoy your
home and time with your Spouse and Family.”
“Peace Be With You!”
“I am your Beloved Moses, your Guide and Companion.”
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